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About This Game

War is upon us and only the mightiest kingdom will rule the realm. Age of Castles is an epic simulation / strategy game. Start
with a small village and build it into the ultimate castle. Train your army, upgrade your troops, march across the land, and do

battle with everything in your path. Build the ultimate kingdom, wage total war on your enemies, and conquer the realm!

Check out Our New Game Kickass commandos!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/359140/

Also Try Tiki Man!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/376920/

Also try Ant War - Domination!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/406080/

 Build your village into the ultimate castle

 Battle monstrous foes and enjoy the spoils of victory
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 Crush your enemies and see them driven before you

 Earn epic combat upgrades and magical power-ups

 Build a kingdom, wage total war, conquer the realm
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I must say, I really loved Form even though it was a little short and without very difficult puzzles. It had great atmosphere. I
went into Twilight Path hoping Charm Games had learned a little from their previous release in order to bring a more fulfilling
title. Unfortunately, Twilight Path was even shorter and with almost zero difficulty to the puzzles. The most difficult puzzles are
found within the first five minutes of the game. The game is almost just a short interactive animated film.. I liked it.. Awesome
game! Was able to beat it after a long time! The random generization makes it really fun and can't wait to see future updates :D!
Hopefully more awesome features get added!. I personally find someting to be odd with movement and speed of the balls, on
easy, and they are rarely where I expect them. Have no problem in other similar games. Gameplay simply iritates me therefore I
have stopped playing this game. I might suggest to the game producers to include some other profiles with regards the balls and
walls physics which might better suit some players. Will revisit this review in the future.. Restoration is an Anime styled RPG
games which plays and feels like older RPG games such as Pokemon.

The gameplay is very smooth and fluid with a very easy to use control scheme, character movement is done via the directional
keys and you interect with NPC's and objects using the enter key. The game feels like more nostalic older RPG styled games
such as pokemon and the layout and gameplay is very similar, random battle encounters take place seemingly randomly as you
are walking through different areas of the game such as woodlands.
The battle screen is laid out like most other RPG games and utilises turn based combat where each person takes it in turns to
select an attack style and then carry out their attack, the battles continue untill either combatant(s) have reached 0 HP.

The game features a very nice soundtrack throughout which I was impressed by, during normal gameplay when you are traveling
between areas the soundtrack is quite tranquil and relexing. Once a battle begins however the soundtrack takes a turn into a
more agressive and upbeat tone which I really loved. The soundtrack really does add to the game overall especially during battle
scenes. The limited voice acting that is featured within the game mainly in battle scenes is good however it is very limited so you
ofter find that the same line of dislogue is always repeated.

The grapics are very minimal which I actually like with this style of game, the game has such a rich story that it does not need to
be overshadowed by over the top graphics and animations instead favouring simple art work and simple yet smooth character
animations. The character animations once in a battle are a little bit more advanced than those in regular gameplay with
different movements and animations depending on which attack style you chose to use within the fight.

Overall I think this is a very fun, quirky game and I would reccomend that you give it a shot, especially at such a cheap price
you really have nothing to loose, the developer clearly has a very creative mind and I look forward to seeing what they produce
next.

Although this game may only apeal to a niche market it should not be overlooked by the general consumer, defiently give it a
shot and you may find a new style of game that you love! People who miss the old style RPG's like pokemon are sure to love
this game too as it really does give off that nostalgic feel.

Overall I would rate this game a 7/10

. Good game tho, but how to enable the songs name on the song selection screen. another very short game. but it was a good one
if you like the find it adventures. It's okay, i guess.

It's an average tower defense, where the goal isn't to try and find a combo of towers that can defeat anything. The goal is to just
sell what you had previously to match your defense to whatever enemy is coming out next round.

For example, If there is a bug type next round, you buy towers that are good against bug types, etc, etc.

You won't have to worry about economy though, everything sells for what you bought it at, including how much money you
spent on it via upgrades.
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Overal, just a simple TD game, nothing too special, but for the price it's at, it isn't too bad.

6.5\/10. A nice Add-on to the game.. I have to say, this is an extremely enjoyable game that I loved from beggining to end! I
really enjoyed the whole combinating characters deal, and making every level a unique puzzle was something that really got me
excited, especially after you start dominating the mechanics and understand how some things work!

My only real "complain" it's more of a warning: This game gets hard. Really hard. The second half of the game can get
downright evil sometimes, and I really advice that if you're easy to frustrate, play this game under small sessions or else rage will
come for you.

Aside from that, an amazing game!
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Good game for kids.. Quick: Very tight mechanically, offering a good base twin stick shooter game with a couple of extra
layers. Some options through the game offer a good second play through but nothing beyond that, and more impressively you
have a resource management decisions with money that you earn from missions and occasional drop you can use to replenish
ammo or stock different weapons. With each weapon offering a different approach to the game it was well thought out and you
can see some of thought in the choices of enemies not only offering varied differences but good designs to tell them apart. This
is not a world changing game but if you are new to the genre it is a very good entry point. Additionally the game offers co-op
and arena modes for extra gameplay.
Full: https:\/\/youtu.be\/qjwmcNwZ66g. This game is a really well made remaster of the original story! I'll admit I wish that they
had kept the mystery of the original for the ending but it still is a great series and one I really enjoy to go back to. I really wish
that Herinteractive will continue their trend of remastery and do something similar for the other four that no longer can be
bought because they are so old.. The Yawhg has excellent writing, interesting mechanics, an incredibly low barrier to entry, and
the art is gorgeous!

This title really shines with multiple players and despite technically only featuring local coop, it works nicely over live stream or
any video conference software with screen share. Each playthrough will be short but multiple playthroughs are rewarding
because there is actually a lot to see here. There are unexpected interactions and numerous choices to make that really do change
the outcome. The Yawhg very much encourages the players to see what happens instead of simply trying to win by making the
correct decisions. Playing the game is creating the story, which might not be for everyone, but there is a lot here to play with
here!

. I love this pack! I got it on ACE when it came out and now I can have it on MV as well! I love the art style and the MV
versions look really great.

An important note, however: This is a port from RPG Maker VX Ace - so there are no side view battlers included! The battler
pictures in this pack are intended for the front view battle system, though they could be used for side view as well I guess. No
character side view battlers! I'm mentioning this just in case someone wondered.. Overall Score: 4.5\/5

---{Gameplay}---
\u2611 Try not to get addicted
\u2610 Very good
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Ehh
\u2610 Bad

---{Graphics}---
\u2610 Masterpiece
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Awful

---{Audio}---
\u2611 mythical
\u2610Very good
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Not too bad
\u2610 Bad

---{Story}---
\u2610 Will make you cry or smile alot
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Good
\u2611 Lovely
\u2610 Something isnt nothing I guess
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---{Difficulity}---
\u2610 Just press a bunch of buttons
\u2610 Easy
\u2610 Significant brain usage
\u2611 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Not so easy
\u2610 Difficult. I rate the game It's Killing Time 3\/5. It's okay i guess. Mediocre. I can only barely recommend this game and
mostly only because it's fairly cheap.

This is another one of those choose-your-own-adventure type text-based games in the same basic style (but not of the same
quality) as Choice of Robots, Choice of Alexandria or Champion of the Gods. It features the same huge flaw; the inability to
simply turn the page back to a previous choice or a previous page.

I have to admit though, on my first play through I was very impressed with this game. It's campy and silly and purposefully
cliched in many of the right ways. The descriptions are good and visceral but the writing style never takes itself seriously as it is
continually heavy-handed. In a way, this is a very well-done parody of those dime-a-dozen thriller novels featuring assassins and
murder-for-hire secret organizations and so forth. The choices seem interesting and it feels as though each choice may be very
important and could potentially lead to a very different conclusion. Unfortunately any sense of choice this game provides is
largely an illusion.

I started to see some serious draw-backs to this game during my second and third times through. Some choices seem to have
fairly arbitrary results and all choices ultimately lead you either to the exact same death paragraph or the exact same final battle
encounter. Some paragraphs are swapped in or out in favor of others depending on how evil your character is or depending on
which side characters you've chosen to support along the way but the story is, very unfortunately, largely the same no matter
what you do, unless you act extremely stupidly and manage to die before the story's end.

Worse still, despite the initially compelling sense of danger this game provides, this game is actually extremely forgiving,
particularly given its subject matter. Situations in which you should instantly die merely cause you to be wounded and you will
usually have the opportunity to get healed before the next chapter. Once, I literally played through the game trying to get my
character killed and didn't manage it until well into the second half of this game's story, mostly because I refused to allow him to
get healed whenever the opportunity to do so presented itself.

From the standpoint of being challenged to find the right path to a successful ending of some kind, this game practically plays
itself and worst of all, you get pretty much the same ending (only with different moral overtones) no matter what choices you
make. There is a single juncture at which you can either choose to end the game or continue but that is almost the only real
decision that really seems to matter so far as changing the story's ultimate ending. The potential have the amazing experience of
peering into a myriad of radically altered versions of the future, each based on your different potential choices, a trait which
should ideally be common to all choose-your-own-adventure type games\/stories, is largely ignored here.

There is no way, for example, to choose to side with the story's antagonists. There is no way to try to escape the confines of the
story's plot and lead a life that is irrelevant to being an assassin (you can't drop everything and become a used car salesman
instead). There is no way to simply\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665around and do nothing until you get killed. The
game forces you to go on airplane flights, to take certain missions, to go to Miami. Even if you fail all your early assassination
missions, the game's final confrontation will still happen where it always does. No matter what skills you emphasize along the
way, if you win, the villain will still be brought down in a very similar way (during a kung fu fight). This game offers few true
choices. Playing it more than once merely kills your time.. Early Access Watcher here.

Due to the size of the review, I decided to link to the main review instead of trim it down. Pixelbomb Games has a unique gem
on their hands, but at the moment I cannot justify the price. I will re-review in six months and look forward to seeing how it
changes between now and then.

Full Review
https:\/\/www.gatewaytogaming.com\/beyond-flesh-and-blood.html
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Second Playthrough footage with Wave Mode
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=V9X78giy4Jw. dev is a criminal 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/797090\/announcements\/detail\/1795154265374413713
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